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REQUEST OF THE APPLICANT 

1. The Applicant submits that the judges of the General Court of the Court of Justice of the 

European Union, namely the judge of the Eighth Chamber Johannes Laitenberger and the 

President of the General Court, Mr. Marc van der Woude  committed serious breach of their 

duties under the Statute of the Court of of Justice in the case T-350/20 and that the Applicant 

believes that they shall be deprived of their office or of their right to a pension or other benefits 

in its stead in accordance with the respective provisions of Title I of the Statute of the Court. 

2. The Applicant further submits that judges and advocates general of the Court of Justice shall 

upon reception of this Application be obliged within a reasonable time limit deliver the 

unanimous opinion referred to in Art. 6 of the Statute of the Court whether the Judge of the 

Eighth Senate of the General Court, Mr. Johannes Laitenberger and the President of the General 

Court, Mr. Marc van der Woude: 

- still meet requisite obligations arising from their office, and if not, that they 

- be deprived of their office or of their right to a pension or other benefits in its stead. 

3a. The Applicant claims that the Judge of the Eighth Senate of the General Court, Mr. Johannes 

Laitenberger violated the general principle common to EU Member States of prohibition of 

conflict of interest, which in certain Member States represents an offence under administrative 

law and in certain Member States a criminal act1. This general principle applies also to the 

aforesaid two judge, since he is also a public officer serving the State or in his case a democratic 

international organisation called the European Union.  

3b. The violated general principle common to EU Member States of prohibition of conflict of 

interest has recently been stated by the  the Czech Constitutional Court: “the requirement of 

integrity of a public officer who shall without raising doubts act as a representative of 

public interest, and who shall according to a wider psychological concept of personal 

integrity be able to balance the tension between the values intrinsic to the public functions 

and demands of her external environment, continuously act in accordance with those 

principles in different positions and maintain internal cohesion of mind against various 

pitfalls.”2  

3c. The Applicant also claims that the President of the General Court Marc van der Woude by 

failing to exclude the judge of the Eighth Senate of the General Court, Mr. Johannes 

Laitenberger, from judging the case T-350/20, breached his obligation of supervision of the 

latter judge under the Statute of the Court. 

  

 
1 See points 147 and 207 of the Czech Constitutional Court Judgement of 11 February 2020 (and the comparative 

analysis of prohibition of conflict of interest performed under points 91, 118, 128, 145 and 191 of the Czech 

Constitutional Court Judgement of 11 February 2020 and Conflict of interest laws in EU member states 

(http://www.aalep.eu/conflict-interest-laws-eu-member-states). 
2 Point 119 of the Czech Constitutional Court Judgement of 11 February 2020. 

http://www.aalep.eu/conflict-interest-laws-eu-member-states
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I. Facts regarding conflict of interest of the judge of Eighth Senate, Judge Johannes 

Laitenberger 

4. 2015-2019 Mr. Laitenberger is a DG of DG COMP of the Commission. Since 1999 Mr. 

Johannes Laitenberger worked for the Commission, for the most time at the Directorate-General 

for Competition of the Commission (the DG COMP) and for some time also as spokes person 

and Head of the Spokesperson Service of the Commission. As of September 2015 until 2019, 

Mr. Johannes Laitenberger, acted as the Director-General of the DG COMP).3 This information 

about the judge Mr. Johannes Laitenberger is published on the website of the General Court4. 

5. Communication between Applicant and Mr. Laitenberger in 2018. Between January and 

March 2018, the Applicant and the then DG COMP Director-General Laitenberger had - via 

the spokesperson of the latter – an exchange of communication regarding structurally the same 

issue as it is the subject of this case, namely the failure of the Commission to act against the 

Czech Prime Minister and the Agrofert Group who was violating EU rules.5 Essentially, the 

Applicant asked in his three questions whether an absence of recovery by a Member State of a 

sum of a subsidy refused to be covered by the Commission from the EU budget due to being 

assessed by OLAF as paid in violation of EU rules, and hence, paid out from that Member State 

budget, is an illegal State aid in eyes of EU law and Commission.  

6. Judge Laitenberger defends absence of action against Agrofert Group in a similar case 

in 2018 in a reply to the Applicant. The then DG COMP Director-General Laitenberger 

effectively replied that the Commission cannot in principle order a Member State to recover 

state aid from beneficiaries only on the grounds that the aid has been granted illegally and that 

in addition incompatibility with the common market has to be shown6; in the context of the 

question, the reference to incompatibility was irrelevant as part of Agrofert Group which is 

active in several member states and clearly is incompatible with the common market and the 

incompatibility of the concrete State aid to Stork Nest was self-evident7. This reply was finally 

given by the then DG COMP Director-General Laitenberger was given (i) on behalf of DG 

COMP by the DG COMP spokeperson after a „careful and diligent“ preparation of the reply 

and „thorough consideration“8 with the Commission services, including DG COMP9 services 

under the direct responsibility of the then DG COMP Director-General Laitenberger, (ii) in 

general on principles underpinning state aid, not specifically in relation to the Stork Nest case, 

underlying the question of the Applicant, (iii) after several urgencies from the Applicant. 

 
3 Fresh term begins: Johannes Laitenberger, New Director General of DG Comp, https://www.allenovery.com/en-

gb/global/news-and-insights/news/fresh-term-begins-johannes-laitenberger-new-director-general-of-dg-comp 
4 Annex 1 and https://curia.europa.eu/jcms/jcms/Jo2_7035/en/ 
5 Annex 2. 
6 [...] under EU State aid law, the Commission cannot in principle order a Member State to recover state aid from 

beneficiaries only on the grounds that the aid has been granted illegally. The European courts have clearly 

established that the Commission can order recovery of illegally granted State aid only if this aid is also found to 

be incompatible with the common market. [...] 
7 Compatibility with the common market is still being examined in the criminal prosecution by the Czech State 
Prosecutors in the criminal law continuation of the Stork Nest case in the Czech Republic - see for example: 

Seznam News article of 7 May 2021 - „The prosecution of the Stork Nest is about to be finished. Babiš can look 

into the file“ (in Czech: Seznam Zprávy, Vyšetřování Čapího hnízda je téměř na konci. Babiš si může prohlédnout 

spis, Radek Nohl, 7.5.2021 https://www.seznamzpravy.cz/clanek/vysetrovani-capiho-hnizda-miri-do-finale-

babis-si-muze-prohlednout-spis-153543) 
8 [...] Nevertheless, the Commission services have looked again thoroughly at your request and tried to provide 

more detail in our reply, including on each of your questions as per your request. You will find below an 

explanation of the principles underpinning state aid enforcement, as well as the replies to each question. [...] 
9 […] We are sorry that you are disappointed with our reply. The Spokesperson service worked carefully and 

diligently with the Commission services to prepare it [...] 

https://www.allenovery.com/en-gb/global/news-and-insights/news/fresh-term-begins-johannes-laitenberger-new-director-general-of-dg-comp
https://www.allenovery.com/en-gb/global/news-and-insights/news/fresh-term-begins-johannes-laitenberger-new-director-general-of-dg-comp
https://curia.europa.eu/jcms/jcms/Jo2_7035/en/
https://www.seznamzpravy.cz/clanek/vysetrovani-capiho-hnizda-miri-do-finale-babis-si-muze-prohlednout-spis-153543
https://www.seznamzpravy.cz/clanek/vysetrovani-capiho-hnizda-miri-do-finale-babis-si-muze-prohlednout-spis-153543
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7. In 2019 Mr. Laitenberger works for the Commission, in 2020 he judges the failure to 

act of his former employer. In 2019 Mr. Johannes Laitenberger terminated his function of 

Directorate-General of DG COMP, was appointed as a judge coming from Austria to the 

General Court and took his office on 26 September 2019. On 9 June 2020 the Applicant filed 

the action to the General Court and on 24 June 2020 Mr. Laitenberger, as a Judge of the General 

Court was assigned to this case as the member of the Eighth Senate of the General Court. 

II. Violations of their duties by the judge Laitenberger and the President of the General 

Court 

9. Apparent conflict of interest of Judge Laitenberger. Irrespective of the above described 

communication between the Applicant and the Judge when he worked as the Director-General 

of DG COMP and the answers of the latter, Judge Laitenberger was in conflict of interest due 

to the mere fact that cca 9 months after leaving the Commission he was deciding about the 

failure to act of his former employer, the European Commission. 

10. What does the Statute of the Court say? The second paragraph of Art. 18 of the Statute 

of the Court stipulates that „if, for some special reason, any Judge or Advocate General 

considers that he should not take part in the judgment or examination of a particular case, he 

shall so inform the President“ and that „if, for some special reason, the President considers that 

any Judge or Advocate General should not sit or make submissions in a particular case, he 

shall notify him accordingly.“ Article 18 nor any other article of the Statute of the Court or the 

Rules of procedure of the General Court give details as to what should be considered as the 

„special reason“ due to which any judge should have excluded himself from deciding a 

particular case or be excluded by the President of the Court. Although Art. 16 of Rules of 

Procedure of the General Court describes in more detail the application of Art. 18 of the Statute 

of the Court it does not provide any elucidation of what could constitute the „special reason“ 

referred to in the second paragraph of Art. 18 of the Statute of the Court. 

11. The benchmark of conflict of interest. However, the benchmark of what shall constitute 

the aforesaid „special reason“ for exclusion of a judge of the General Court in relation to 

conflict of interest is given in principles common to all Member States, which form part of the 

Union law, as explained by the Czech Constitutional Court in its seminal judgement no. 4/2017 

of 11 January 2020 (the Czech Constitutional Court Judgement): 

- [...] that these principles correspond to standard legislation on conflict of interest in other 

democratic countries and to the EU law, and in particular they are supported by 

constitutional principles of organization and operation of public authorities in the Czech 

Republic (Article 1 para 1, Article 2 para 1 to 3, Article 5 of the Constitution, Article 2 para 

1 and 2, Article 21 and 22 of the Charter)10.  

- [...] the presence of personal interest puts any decision of a public officer in doubt, even 

such decision was correct (in the rules for the exercise of judicial power or in the accounting 

or auditing activity the traditional maxim „to be independent and seen to be independent“, 

„Verdeutlichung der Unabhängigkeit“). The [EU] Financial Regulation11 in this context 

(Art. 61 para 1) speaks about „...situations which may objectively be perceived.... The case-

law of the European Court of Human Rights then emphasizes in the case of judicial decision-

making not only the subjective aspect (an internal relation of the judge to the matter, 

participants and their representatives), but also the objective aspect (the judicial decision-

 
10 Czech Constitutional Court Judgement, point 118. 
11 Regulation (EU, Euratom) 2018/1046 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 18 July 2018 on the 

financial rules applicable to the general budget of the Union, OJ L 193, 30.7.2018, p. 1 
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making must also externally appear to be impartial). (The same is applied in the [EU] 

Financial Regulation in its Art. 6112. 

- It is therefore a generally accepted requirement of the exercise of the public power connected 

moreover in the State of rule of law with various ethical codes of appearance and behaviour 

of representatives of certain public authorities and functions (sometimes in case of conflict 

of interest the axiom of „appearance standard“ is metaphorically used in relation to the way 

how to act in public function, including for instance the dress code). [...]13. 

12. The „appearance standard“ not fulfilled by Judge Laitenberger. Before having started 

to serve as a judge at the General Court, Mr. Laitenberger worked for 20 years in the 

Commission for most of his productive life (between his age of 35 and 55), mostly in DG 

COMP and Spokesperson service. In 2018 he was defending the inactivity of the Commission 

against the Agrofert Group and another case of Mr. Babiš towards the Applicant at that time. 

Thus, the criterion of „objectively giving impression of conflict of interest“ is clearly fulfilled 

in respect of Judge Laitenberger. 

13. The failure of Judge Laitenberger to exclude himself and failure of the President of 

the General Court of having appointed Judge Laitenberger or not having him excluded. 

The Judge Laitenberger violated his duty of impartiality by not having excluded himself from 

judging this case for one or the other reasons of conflict of interest (or both) given above. At 

the same time, the President of the General Court violated his obligation to notify Judge 

Laitenberger of his conflict of interest, since the first must have known from the information 

about the latter on the website of the Court of Justice that the latter is, at least, in an apparent 

conflict of interest. Since also the President of the General Court violated his obligations in this 

case, it shall be decided directly by the Court, and not returned back to the General Court14.  

14. The prohibition of conflict of interest applies to all public officers, including the judges 

of the General Court. In all Member States conflict of interest of any public officer – from the 

lowest level of state administration up to the level of the supreme judges – is prohibited and 

sanctioned: in all Member States it represents an administrative offence, in certain Member 

States (such as France) it is a criminal act15. In the EU, as an international organisation, the act 

of judging in conflict of interest is a violation of a general principle of law common to Member 

States, which is a part of the EU law and which the judges of the Court of Justice, including 

those of the General Court, are obliged to observe. 

15. The judges of the Court of Justice, include those of the General Court, cannot stand 

above the law. The Czech Commissioner Jourová, the Commissioner for values and 

transparency, said in the interview with journalists of the Economic Newspapers (in Czech: 

Hospodářské noviny) in the issue of 9 – 11 October 2020 on pg. 8: “We got too easily 

accustomed on the independence of media and justice. The fundamental principles, such as the 

one that no one can stand above law, are in danger.”   This description fits to the General Court 

of CJEU, namely to Judge Laitenberger and the President of the General Court. Both of them 

are bound by law and cannot stand above law. 

16. Violation of the obligation of the President of the General Court to oversee judges of 

the General Court. The Applicant claims that, as described above, the President of the General 

 
12 Czech Constitutional Court Judgement, point 117. 
13 Czech Constitutional Court Judgement, point 121. 
14 The Applicant realised the conflict of interest of Judge Laitenberger only after having received the Order when 

he was trying to understand why the General Court almost entirely ignores the contents of his submissions. 
15 See points 147 and 207 of the Czech Constitutional Court Judgement of 11 February 2020 
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Court has also violated his obligation to oversee other judges of the General Court under the 

second paragraph of Art. 18 of the Statute of the Court. The violation of the obligation of the 

President of the General Court should therefore be treated by the President of the Court of 

Justice of the European Union since the latter is hierarchically superior to the first one.  

17. Acting in conflict of interest represents an administrative law offence and/or a criminal 

act in EU Member States. Issuing a judgement as a part of an activity which constitutes an 

administrative offence and a criminal act is clearly a reason for annulment of such judgement. 

However, this ground – judging in conflict of interest – gives rise also to a further consequence: 

a disciplinary liability of judge Laitenberger and the President of the General Court. First, it is 

not possible that the violation of the prohibition of conflict of interest would constitute - in all 

Member States and the EU as an international organisation a disciplinary offence and/or a 

criminal act - but within the General Court of the CJEU acting in conflict of interest would be 

permissible without generating any disciplinary liability on the part of the its judges. Second, it 

would be odd if the lowest level officer in Member States and in the EU would be bound by the 

prohibition of conflict of interest and be administatively (disciplinarily) or criminally liable for 

such violation while at the General Court, where the standard of assessment and decision-

making should be at the highest standard, acting in conflict of interest would be permissible 

without generating any administrative (disciplinary) and/or criminal liability. 

18. Judging in conflict of interest undermines the reputation and credibility of the General 

Court and therefore merits an opinion under Art. 6 of the General Court. The described 

acting in conflict of interest of the judge Laitenberger and the related failure to exclude himself 

from the case T-350/20 as well as the failure of the President of the General Court to exclude 

judge Laitenberger from that case, merit an opinion of all members of the Court of Justice under 

Art. 6 of the Statute of the Court because judging in conflict of interest undermines the 

reputation and the credibility of the whole Court of Justice of the European Union, not only of 

its General Court and the Eighth Chamber of the latter. 
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ANNEXES 

Annex 1 – Profile of judge Laitenberger at the CURIA website 
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Annex 2 – Full communication between the Applicant and judge 

Laitenberger from 2018 via his spokesperson when the latter served 

as the Director-General of the European Commission 

---------- Forwarded message --------- 
From: <Ricardo.CARDOSO@ec.europa.eu> 
Date: st 28. 3. 2018 15:08 
Subject: RE: media query: state aid in case Stork nest farm 
To: <wagenknecht.luk@gmail.com> 
Cc: <Yizhou.REN@ec.europa.eu>, <Maria.SARANTOPOULOU@ec.europa.eu> 
 
Dear Mr. Wagenknecht, 
  
On background (no quote / attribution to the Commission): 
 •         The Commission has not been notified of any support measures in favour of IMOBA. We 

cannot speculate on this. 

•         It is always up to the relevant Member State to see whether they need to notify a measure to 

the Commission for assessment under EU State aid rules. If a measure does not involve State aid 
or is covered by exemptions under EU State aid rules (such as the General Block Exemption 
Regulation), there is no requirement for the Member State to notify to the Commission. 

  
Kind regards, 
Ricardo 
  
From: Lukas Wagenknecht [mailto:wagenknecht.luk@gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 27, 2018 4:51 PM 
To: CARDOSO Ricardo (COMM) 
Subject: media query: state aid in case Stork nest farm 
  
Dear Mr. Cardoso, 
 
  
DG Marc Lemaitre of DG REGIO replied today in the European Parliament to the chairwoman of the CONT 
Committee of the European Parliament Mrs. Ingeborg Graessle that the original EU subsidy for an alleged 
SME Farma Capi hnizdo a.s. in the amount of cca EUR 2 milion investigated by OLAF in 2016-2017 with a 

conclusion that alleged SME Farma Capi hnizdo a.s. was in reality a hidden subsidiary of a large 
enterprise, thus not fulfilling the conditions of an SME, and hence not being eligible for the 
aforementioned subsidy from EU structural funds, was paid by the Czech Republic from its national 
budget. This subsidy therefore became a state aid of EUR 2 million from the Czech Republic to the 
Czech company IMOBA a.s. (legal successor of Farma Capi hnizdo a.s.) which is a subsidiary of a 
large enterprise Agrofert holding with a presence in several Member States. 
  
Can you please confirm that until the date of reception of this question the European Commission has 
not received from the Czech Repubic a notification of the state aid of cca EUR 2 milion to company 
IMOBA a.s. or Farma Capi hnizdo a.s. for the purpose of approval/rejection of this state aid by the 
European Commission under the EU applicable state aid law? 
  
It will be very helpful, if you could give me your opinion/answer (DG COMP) as soon as possible, latest 
on thursday 29th of march (this week). 
Thank you in advance. 
  
Very best regards 
  
Lukas Wagenknecht 

mailto:Ricardo.CARDOSO@ec.europa.eu
mailto:wagenknecht.luk@gmail.com
mailto:Yizhou.REN@ec.europa.eu
mailto:Maria.SARANTOPOULOU@ec.europa.eu
mailto:wagenknecht.luk@gmail.com
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independent media magazine Neovlivni.cz 
Prague, Czech Pepublic 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: <Ricardo.CARDOSO@ec.europa.eu> 
Date: 2018-02-09 19:52 GMT+01:00 
Subject: RE: application of EU state rules to fraudulent (non)SMEs having received 
public funds destined for SMEs 
To: wagenknecht.luk@gmail.com 
Cc: Yizhou.REN@ec.europa.eu, Maria.SARANTOPOULOU@ec.europa.eu 
 
Dear Sir, 

  
We are sorry that you are disappointed with our reply. The Spokesperson service 
worked carefully and diligently with the Commission services to prepare it, in 
particular taking into account our obvious limitations in commenting on speculative 
situations. As you may know, when dealing with journalists one of our principles is 
not to engage in questions seeking to obtain a Commission position on hypothetical 
cases or a sequence thereof. 

  
Nevertheless, the Commission services have looked again thoroughly at your 
request and tried to provide more detail in our reply, including on each of your 
questions as per your request. You will find below an explanation of the 
principles underpinning state aid enforcement, as well as the replies to each 
question. All these answers are provided solely on background – they cannot be 
attributed to the Commission. 

  
The Commission's spokesperson service remains available to help you with any 
other queries you may have concerning our competition enforcement activities or 
other matters. 

  
Kind regards, 
Ricardo Cardoso 

   
ON BACKGROUND – CANNOT BE QUOTED/ATTRIBUTED TO THE 
COMMISSION 

  

The below replies should be read in conjunction with the email you received on 31 January 
from the Commission. 

Any public measure that involves EU structural funds or State aid needs to comply, 
respectively, with EU structural funds rules and EU State aid rules. These serve to ensure 
that support is granted in line with the European public interest and does not distort the 
level playing field in the EU Single Market. 

It is the responsibility of Member States to ensure that companies receiving benefits under a 
scheme fully comply with the requirements set out by EU rules. 

Since your questions only concern the interpretation of State aids rules, the following 
analysis focuses on these rules. 

  

mailto:Ricardo.CARDOSO@ec.europa.eu
mailto:wagenknecht.luk@gmail.com
mailto:Yizhou.REN@ec.europa.eu
mailto:Maria.SARANTOPOULOU@ec.europa.eu
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REPLY TO QUESTION 1) If a public measure involves State aid, it should either be notified to the 
European Commission for approval or it can be implemented under the General Block Exemption 
Regulation, provided the stringent conditions under the Regulation are met. It is the responsibility of 
Member States to ensure their public measures comply with EU State aid rules. More specifically, if 
aid is intended to be granted to SMEs on the basis of a State aid decision or the SME provisions of the 
GBER, the Member State is under an obligation to ensure that only eligible companies benefit from 
such State aid. Failure to do so could mean that the support has been granted in violation of EU State 

aid rules. Under EU State aid rules, decisions to order recovery of State aid granted by a 
Member State in violation of EU State aid rules can be adopted only by a formal Commission 
decision after an in-depth investigation during which all interested parties have an 
opportunity to express their views. It should be stressed that the European Court of Justice 
has on several occasions stressed that the Commission can order recovery of State aid only if 
such aid is found to be both illegal and incompatible. In the case described in the question, 
the Commission has not adopted a recovery decision under EU State aid rules. 

  
REPLY TO QUESTION 2) As set out in the reply to question 1, under EU State aid law, the 
Commission cannot in principle order a Member State to recover state aid from beneficiaries 
only on the grounds that the aid has been granted illegally. The European courts have clearly 
established that the Commission can order recovery of illegally granted State aid only if this 
aid is also found to be incompatible with the common market. 

  
REPLY TO QUESTION 3) EU State aid rules do not foresee the possibility for the Commission 
itself to proceed with recovery of aid from a beneficiary, even if it is established that that 
the aid  in question is illegal and incompatible. EU State aid law only provides for the 
possibility of a Commission decision ordering the Member State concerned to recover illegal 
and incompatible aid. In case a member State does not implement such a Commission 
decision, the latter may enforce it by referring the matter to the Court of justice of the 
European Union. 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: <Yizhou.REN@ec.europa.eu> 
Date: 2018-01-31 12:02 GMT+01:00 
Subject: RE: application of EU state rules to fraudulent (non)SMEs having received 
public funds destined for SMEs 
To: wagenknecht.luk@gmail.com 
Cc: Ricardo.CARDOSO@ec.europa.eu 
 
Dear Mr. Wagenknecht, 
  
Apologies for the delay in getting back to you. For media-related queries, you can find the 
responsible contacts here: https://ec.europa.eu/info/contact/press-services/press-
contacts/press-contacts-spokespersons-service_en 
  
Generally speaking, a measure involving State aid should be notified to and approved by the 
Commission before implementation. 
  
There are clear criteria for when a measure involving State aid does not need to be notified to 
the Commission for approval in the so-called General Block Exemption Regulation: http://eur-
lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:02014R0651-
20170710&qid=1513261597398&from=EN 
  

mailto:Yizhou.REN@ec.europa.eu
mailto:wagenknecht.luk@gmail.com
mailto:Ricardo.CARDOSO@ec.europa.eu
https://ec.europa.eu/info/contact/press-services/press-contacts/press-contacts-spokespersons-service_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/contact/press-services/press-contacts/press-contacts-spokespersons-service_en
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:02014R0651-20170710&qid=1513261597398&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:02014R0651-20170710&qid=1513261597398&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:02014R0651-20170710&qid=1513261597398&from=EN
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There are also clear rules for the recovery of unlawful State 
aid: http://ec.europa.eu/competition/state_aid/studies_reports/recovery.html 
  
Best wishes, 
  
Yizhou Ren 
  
 YIZHOU REN 
Press Officer for Competition 
  
 
European Commission 
Spokesperson’s Service 
 
BERL 04/313 
B-1049 Brussels/Belgium 
+32 229 94889 
+32 460 794 889 
yizhou.ren@ec.europa.eu 

Twitter: @yizhouren – http://ec.europa.eu/news 
  
 
#teamJunckerEU 
  
"The information contained in this mail cannot be quoted in my name" 

  
From: Lukas Wagenknecht [mailto:wagenknecht.luk@gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 15, 2018 12:12 PM 
To: KOOPMAN Gert-Jan (COMP) 
Cc: VAN DE CASTEELE Koen (COMP); LEMAITRE Marc (REGIO); nicholas.illet@ec.europa.eu 
Subject: application of EU state rules to fraudulent (non)SMEs having received public funds destined 
for SMEs 

 Dear Mr. Koopman, 

could your DG please provide me with the reply to the following questions regarding the 
ways of enforcement of Commission's state aid rules in respect of companies which (i) which 
have received SME funding from EU structural funds, but (ii) which were later considered by 
OLAF not to be SMEs because of fraudulent representations in their grant applications, and, 
regarding which, subsequently (iii) the EU funding commitments/payments were taken over 
by a Member State, that is not paid from EU budget, but from a Member State budget. In 
case any answer to any of the below mentioned question is in competence of DG REGIO or 
OLAF, I would kindly ask for a joint reply. 

Thank you very much. 

Kind regards, 

  

Lukas Wagenknecht 

economic analyst 

http://ec.europa.eu/competition/state_aid/studies_reports/recovery.html
mailto:yizhou.ren@ec.europa.eu
http://ec.europa.eu/news
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23TeamJunckerEU
mailto:wagenknecht.luk@gmail.com
mailto:nicholas.illet@ec.europa.eu
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 QUESTIONS: 

 1) Can the Commission confirm that 

 (a) if the payment of a grant of EU funds paid to a recipient business company in the 
framework of a EU structural funds grant scheme destined for SMEs was either (i) rejected 
by the European Commission or (ii) such payment withdrawn by the authorities of Member 
States responsible for administration of the EU structural funds grant scheme from EU 
reimbursement because of OLAF's decision that the recipient business company did not fulfil 
the status of the SME, and hence, such payment was effectively made to the non-SME 
recipient business company by a Member State outside the EU structural funds grant 
scheme, and 

 (b) the Member State in question does NOT take effective steps to recover the 
aforementioned payment to the recipient business company which in OLAF's view was not 
an SME, and 

 (c) DG COMP shares OLAF's opinion of the absence of SME status of the recipient business 
company, does such payment fulfilling all the conditions under (a), (b) and (c) constitute an 
illegal state aid under EU law? 

 2) In case that in situation described under question 1) the Member State in question 
indicates that it will take effective steps to recover the aforementioned payment to the 
recipient business company which in OLAF's view was not an SME, how will the Commission 
control or monitor that the authorities of such Member State comply with their indicated 
intention to recover such payment if such payment also in the view of DG COMP constitutes 
an illegal state aid? 

 3) In case the that in situation described under question 2) the Member State in question 
indicates that it will take effective steps to recover the aforementioned payment to the 
recipient business company which in OLAF's view was not an SME and in the view of DG 
COMP constitutes an illegal state aid, but later on the authorities of such Member States 
decide not to pursue the recovery of the illegally paid state aid*, under which circumstances 
would the Commission start to recover such illegally paid state aid itself against the the 
recipient business company in question? 

 * This is unfortunately a common situation, for example, in the Czech Republic where in 75 
% of such cases, in which EU bodies found irregularities in grant funding from EU funds, such 
grants are nonetheless paid to the recipients by the Czech state but later not recovered by 
the responsible Czech authorities from the recipients who violated EU grant funding rules 
(not all of the cases do of course constitute cases of illegal state aid) 

http://blog.aktualne.cz/blogy/jiri-skuhrovec.php?itemid=30700 
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